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The World is  divided in two 
groups

• Those who write and read on paper 
• Those who type and read on screen 



• Some editors are still marking changes on 
paper, with someone else typing the 
editor’s markup into the file. 

• Electronic editing is efficient—particularly 
when the writer and editor don’t work in

the same office.



“Edit”- transitive verb. 
• Edit

1 a: to prepare for publication 
b: to assemble (Video or tape recording) 

by cutting and rearranging; 
c: to alter, adapt, or refine, especially to 

bring about conformity to a standard or to suit 
a particular purpose; 

2: to direct the publication of; 
3: delete, usually used with out.

WWWebster Dictionary,



“Editor” 
Editor, noun.

1: someone who edits, especially as an 
occupation; 

2: a device used in editing motion-picture 
film or magnetic tape; 

3: a computer program that permits the 
user to create or modify data (as text or 
graphics) especially on a display screen.

WWWebster Dictionary,



The editor’s role
Two main functions:
• Analytical and decision-making
• Clerical (typing in the changes)

• With on-paper editing, these two 
functions are often done by different 
people.

• Electronic editing combines the two 
functions.



• Electronic editors are people who 
make changes directly into computer 
documents 



Electronic editing -Benefits

1. Saves time 
– NO  need to spend time deciphering 

handwriting and typing minor copy-
editing corrections; 

– Direct corrections. 
– The time the writer spends on a 

document is reduced. 

2. Saves storage space while 
maintaining archives of changes.



Benefits 
3. Supports workgroups not all in one 

location



Benefits 

4. Increases and diversifies editors’ skills.

• Assist inexperienced writers

• Be better placed to coordinate and 
manage publication projects

• Spot problems in online versions of 
documents (for example, those to be 
published on a Web site) that would not 
be apparent on paper



Electronic Editing 
process



Before you begin 

• Take the time to become as familiar 

with Microsoft Word as you can by 

experimenting and by reading the 

Help files, the Word manual



Write a manuscript

• Look Up “Instructions to authors” 

before you start 

• Give importance to page setup, text 

case, spacing, Margin, Alignment etc. 

• Reference manager or “Endnote” 





Microsoft Word’s 
Track Changes feature.

• A tool - utilized in Microsoft Word for 
electronic review 

• A single reviewer or a workgroup. 

• Microsoft Word uses revision marks, 
the equivalent of “redlining” or 
“blacklining” to indicate tracked 
changes.





• Can see the changes made by the 

different reviewers –

• Each reviewer’s changes are marked with 

a different color and are tracked by 

reviewer name. 

• The author of the document has final 

control over which changes to accept or 

reject. 



• Use the Tools, Options, User 
Information command to specify 
your name and initials for use with 
Track Changes. 

• XP: Track Changes displays the 
changes in a different manner. 



Enable Track Changes 

• Use the Tools, Track Changes, 
Highlight Changes command to 
enable Track Changes and select the 
desired settings. 



Enable Track Changes 

•



Status Bar 

Click the Options button to change the color marks and formats 
that Word uses to track changes. 
You can also double click the TRK button on the status bar at the 
bottom of the Word document window to activate Track Changes. 
Initially this button is grayed-out, and will darken once selected to 
indicate that the feature is turned on. Track Changes will start up 
with the previously chosen options in the Highlight Changes dialog 
box (pictured above). 

















Don’t worry that every keystroke you 

make will permanently alter the 

file—you can stet changes easily.



Accept or Reject changes 



• The editor types in changes and 
questions and discusses the markup 
with the writer. 

• The editor provides comments in a 
separate file



• Author inserts them into the 
document.

• This method is best when the editor 
doesn’t have the appropriate 
software to edit the file directly 
and/or layout is most important (for 
example, in brochures). 



• Technical reviews are conducted 
before editing.

• This method is best when a complex 
document is likely to be changed 
substantially by subject-matter 
experts during their review, so that 
the copy is reasonably stable and 
accurate before it reaches the editor.



Word processors

• A word processor optimized for 
preparing journal articles and 
student papers

Behavior Research Methods, Instruments, & Computers
2001, 33 (4), 540-543



Offline – Proof Reading 

• Editor and typesetter work separately 

• Marking of proof required precisely

Localize where to modify the text 

Indicate modification to be carried out 



Online Proof reading

• Most texts are now derived from 
electronic documents

• WYSIWYG- formats 

• Authors get used to editing their 
texts directly on screen 



Problems and Limitations



Problems  
Difficulty getting used to a new 

way of working.



Problems  
Difficulty seeing things on 

screen. 
• Some punctuation marks are 

difficult to see
• Most editors find consistency 

comparisons more difficult when 
they can’t simply flip pages. 



Problems  

Difficulty comparing multiple reviews. 

Writer may have difficulty comparing all 

the comments on screen; this job is 

usually done more easily by spreading out 

a collection of papers on a desk.

Lack of easy change-tracking features 

in some programs. 



Problems  
Ergonomic considerations. 

Associated risks of back, eye, arm and wrist 

problems. 

They need to ensure that desks, chairs, 

lighting, and other workplace features are 

appropriate; 

Take frequent breaks and exercise;







Backing up your data
• If you lose an hour’s work because you 

forgot to save, that may be a nuisance; 
• if you lose a day’s work, you may be in 

serious trouble; 
• if you lose a whole project, you could be 

out of business. 
• And remember to keep a copy of your 

backups at some other location: what 
happens if your office is destroyed by fire, 
flood or earthquake?



Please keep a copy of the final text files and 

style sheet on your hard drive or backed 

up on a floppy for a few weeks after 

you’ve turned the project in.

Virtual data back up 



Summary 

• New perspective in interactive 
editing and correcting using 
electronic methods is now easily 
available. 

• It provides easy paperless 
manipulation of complex 
documents containing statistical 
expressions, tables and graphs or 
multimedia documents as well. 



Thank You




